To Scotland, of course.
And to Amanda of the past. Thank you for being brave
enough to answer your spirit’s calling, and for making it
through the struggle of the in-between years.
I’ll take it from here.

Once Upon a Time
Once upon a time, a country called out to a girl.
And the girl answered.

Frost at 11
There’s frost on the grass
and it’s already 11
The frost doesn’t leave,
each hour I check,
so I haven’t left bed
and that sounds fair
People criticize
people ridicule
How can I want here
prefer here
over anywhere else
Why not beaches and sand
or cruise ships and water?
Why is the Apple too big;
how can you seek small–
it’s not the American way
at all
How can anyone shun all that
in favor of
frost at 11
days of darkness
wind and rain
I turn off the phone,
find peace out the window,
and I am home once more.

Scotland Called
Scotland called her name, the voice echoing like the divine with a
message, pulling her in like a homing beacon. She wasn’t certain how
she knew so fervently that she was being called. She just did, and she
trusted it.
From the moment she heard it, she held the call. But only held, for
she did not know how to answer, and she kept it close in her thoughts.
Before, it had been England. She’d read so many English authors in
school, devouring the likes of Austen, Gaskell, Shakespeare, Shelley,
Poe, Brontë. She had once called England her Mecca.
Scotland had always silently been there, quietly stalking her. It was
in her childhood obsession in the Loch Ness monster, filling her head
with wonder and awe, keeping imagination ablaze. Even years later,
when web cameras came into more usage, she’d find herself watching
the loch via cameras that were always on. It waited in her heritage as
well, and in songs her mother played and different stories she’d heard.
Scotland had been there all along, but it never forced itself into her
vision, as England had been. It waited patiently.
It was a book that reminded her, that nudged her onto the path
again. Before the show came into the world, she’d read the first
Outlander novel in 2010 and found herself drawn to the scenery. The
castles and the history, the voices and words of those long gone.
Outlander faded from her mind once Scotland left the books, yet she
found her mind still on Scotland. It wasn’t long until she realized it
was calling her heart as well.
But it took time for that call to be answered, for life continued as it
so often does, but soon it forced changes that drove her to answer the
call.
2011 saw pain and struggles, and no less than five deaths of people
she’d been close to, one of the last being her grandmother, with whom
she’d spent much of her childhood. It stole the breath and life from
her.
But there had been one bright spark in 2011. She’d visited Ireland
for the first time, and while there, she’d confided in a cousin that if she
were to earn a Master’s Degree, she’d do so in Scotland. She’d been
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surprised to find her cousin supportive, as she’d believed most people
would be discouraging. Unfortunately, it would not be so easy to
convince most others.
As 2012 started, that same cousin starting nudging, wondering
when exactly she was going to earn that degree. The girl made a lot of
arguments, all very sound and logical.
No money.
No time.
No ability.
And there were too many people here who needed her, or who
wouldn’t want her going, so she could not betray them.
At the time, she’d moved in with her grandfather to take care of him
after her grandmother had died. He had gotten ill when she was in the
hospital, and it left him needing help. Since she felt lost and unhappy
in her own life, helping to take care of him gave her a purpose for a
time and helped both of them heal the hurt of loss, for he’d lost his
wife of 60 years and the mother of their 14 children. Both were hurting
and a little lost.
Thinking of that, and how her family appreciated her being there,
and what they’d say about her going abroad, she didn’t feel she could
really consider furthering her education.
That didn’t stop her cousin from regularly nudging.
Money would always be an excuse.
No time was ever perfect.
The skills and abilities she had now would be enough.
And everyone else would adjust.
So the girl rolled her eyes and humored her cousin. She searched
and studied and researched, figuring out how to apply for schools
abroad. A website called Study Across the Pond simplified the process.
But she was only applying just to see if she could get in. She wasn’t
going to go; she just wanted to see if she could be accepted.
She applied to three: two in Scotland and one in England. But one
school had her heart: the University of Stirling set in the middle of
Scotland, gateway to the Highlands, but close enough to Glasgow and
Edinburgh, should she want to see the bigger cities.
Her heart chose well because she got accepted.
But even with her acceptance, she herself didn’t accept it. She wasn’t
going. Definitely not. There was too much she couldn’t leave; too
many obligations and people she’d let down. This had been a fun
distraction, to see if she actually could be accepted, and she had her
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answer. She could be accepted into a university across the ocean, so
she could move on with life, holding onto that happy knowledge.
But there was that nagging call to answer, wasn’t there?
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Find Me By the Stones
Rain bathes me despite my covers, but it cannot deter my steps. I have
to find my city. I must see her once more before I am exiled again.
I could take a bus.
I could find the taxi queue.
But I walk. Here, the rain has never bothered me. Elsewhere, I’ve
called it a nuisance, but not here in my piece of heaven. Here, rain is a
comfort, a security blanket I cannot take with me.
The streets of Buchanan, Argyle, Sauchiehall, and all their siblings
are ones I know well, and they always leave me with a wide smile. I’m
happiest on my days where I simply meander through the streets,
grinning like a child, for so often I wonder if this city disappears when
I’m not here like the legendary Brigadoon. Yet she is always here, and
though she changes a little with each visit, she’s consistent and an
assured comfort.
I love her dearly.
But I’m leaving the heart of the city to find my own smaller one, not
too much farther away. One that others don’t recognize as a city,
despite its name.
I step away from my love’s rambunctious heart, knowing I can
never stay away long. My city—the other city—is much quieter. I
know the path well by now, as I’ve walked it so many times. Even
across an ocean, I can still see the buildings on either side high above
me. In my years of walking this road, there’s always been construction,
reviving the university’s buildings or completely starting from scratch.
I am fortunate that the construction has usually been something I
could admire from the opposite street as opposed to detouring my
steps.
I’m not alone on these streets. Hundreds surround me, young
people in groups, running towards their daily classes. I am in no
hurry, so I keep my pace slow, much to the chagrin of those around
me. As I pass the university’s bookshop on the left side of the road, I
know I’m approaching another landmark, one that silently tells me I
must choose my way. Living in the land well known for diner
restaurants, I laugh a little that it is a diner that tells me of this divide
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in the road. I choose right-hand path and move forward.
Within a few more steps, the infirmary becomes clear, and I can
even see the green slope of the Cathedral behind. As I pause to allow
for cars to rush past, I see my city just ahead. The first monument sits
high on the hill like a friend welcoming me home.
As with so many journeys, I must cross a bridge to enter this new
world, for I’m leaving the world of the living behind. I cross the Bridge
of Sighs, having many of my own as I marvel at the sight before me,
and enter the city.
The City of the Dead.
The Necropolis.

Choose your path among the myriad that can guide you through this
mini metropolis, but eventually you’ll find yourself above, at the peak
where the mausoleums and memorials have all been collected. From
the highest summit, you can see the whole of the city beyond.
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The city I love.
The thieving city that stole my heart and soul, and ruined me for
any other home.
Kings could live on this hill, but it is the dead who reign here.
When the sun sets and casts a shadow over all the stones, you can
see why this place came to be known as a city. The spires stand proud
like skyscrapers, the mausoleums like miniature castles in their
splendor.

This city has seen all of Glasgow’s history and growth through the
years. Each step within her gates offers a different view of Scotland’s
most populated city. If you were to stand in one spot and rewind time,
you could see every development—every struggle, but also every
improvement. Looking out from this burial ground, I can see industry
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and smoky towers rising up to the sky, but turning around I can see
the Cathedral and the brown stones of the massive Royal Infirmary.
Take a different path, and there are cars passing by on the street below
with an array of golden daffodils peeking upwards towards me.
Another corner, and just on the side of a building, I can see one of
Glasgow’s famous murals.

This city never ceases to amaze me: her hard work and drive, but also
her caring, her love, her passion.
A lone angel greets me. She sits somber as she watches over all of
Glasgow from her place atop the hill. She could be a queen with her
regal posture, but she is more than that. She holds a flower. Each visit,
the flower is new, a flash of color to the faded stone, and just like that
she is alive. If you watch her long enough, she might even speak. What
stories could she tell us, I wonder. Would she even want to share? Or
would she just rather keep the mystery alight?
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I continue to wander. My eyes and hands alike seek out the ancient
stones, hoping to feel the connection to the ancestors who crafted
them. I peek inside the mausoleums to glimpse the carvings within,
while also hoping that they’ve been renewed from all of the empty
cans and rubbish that others have left behind. It’s never the graveyard
that unnerves me. I hope someday to be able to give back to this city of
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the dead.
Because it is here that I find the comfort of nature and humanity
combined. The trees have given me shelter and stability when my eyes
and knees were weak. The monuments and stones carved by the hands
of those who lived hundreds of years ago remind me that even in my
moments of struggle, I can always endure. And the views for as far as
my eyes can see—whether it’s a rainy day or a brief moment of clear
skies and sunshine—remind me of what I work towards every day of
my life.

I would recommend to anyone to fall in love with a place. This city has
seen me in all my states. It’s seen my smiles and my awe, but it’s also
seen my helplessness, my bitterness, my sorrow. The whole of
Glasgow has seen more of who I am than most people in my life.
I dip down to the lower path, finding more recent stones, many that
do not hold that same manmade craftsmanship I admired above. But
there is history and connection to be made here, too. The ivy has
overtaken the high stone wall, and I smile at nature’s gentle reminder
of her place in our lives: ever-present and ever-able to take control.
Trees line each row of headstones, offering solace and protection to the
residents below. There are small pathways of stone, so guests may step
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down to each new lane, but those stone stairways are diverse—some
steep, some short, some small. It takes different footsteps to master
each. Did the hands that laid them ever wonder if this city would still
thrive years later? Did they ever imagine how nature would begin to
swallow the steps whole, or was the idea too far beyond their vision
for the future?

Time is a mistress that only man answers to, and that instinct demands
my attention, but I must make one more stop before I return to my
city’s heart. A well just outside the Necropolis. I’ve heard different
things about it. Certainly, it was a way to deliver fresh water from
lochs, as history states, but I’ve heard it called a holy well, one of the
few pagan relics still present. For so long, I didn’t know this well
existed outside my city of the dead. Now, I finish my visits with her.
The Ladywell.
Though the stories vary, I know what she means to me. She must
mean something to others as well, for since my discovery of her, I’ve
never seen her without tokens decorating her: coins, ribbons, jewelry,
crystals, and other figures. I’d love to sit with her for a little while, but
I stand silent, hoping that one day the world will not always feel the
need to distance one another. One day, we can all be welcome and
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we’ll stop raging wars on history past and futures to come.

After I pay quiet respects, I slip back into the Necropolis and climb the
hill back towards the Bridge of Sighs. In my crossing, the sigh I emit
allows me to enter back into the realm of the living, a gentle reminder
that I am still here and still have long to go on my journey.
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But I peek back once more, a parting glance for I do not know when
I will be able to visit again. She still sits there, silently reminding me
that she will still be here—whether I am or not, while I’m here and
when I am no longer. And there is comfort in that, too.
People fear the dead cities and find only morbidity in them. But I see
history, see tranquility and peace, see balance in man and nature
together. Here, there is quiet and stillness. Here, there is respect. There
is no bickering or bitterness. Everything is in harmony. No one brings
playful children or rowdy animals, for they know this is a place of rest
and regard. We honor the dead, but we also fear the thoughts of them
—for they remind us of the inevitability of our own selves.
For peace is something the living strive for, but only the deceased
have been able to master.
When you seek me out, here is where you can find me. Hiding
among the trees, walking centuries-old paths, in awe of the abilities of
our ancestors, who crafted these monuments by hand. Find me by the
stones, for I’m seeking the lessons of long ago.
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And Adventure Began
At some point in those months after her acceptance, she accepted the
University of Stirling as well, which meant breaking the news to her
family.
Most were not supportive right away.
But this was her moment, one she couldn’t deny herself. It was
something she needed to do for herself. She had heard this calling for
so long, and she herself had felt like she was living by default, going
only where others wanted her to or expected her to. She’d denied
herself because she wasn’t ready; or didn’t have the means; or because
of others’ desires for her. She’d pushed off a lot she’d wanted to do in
order to prioritize everyone else.
Going to Scotland felt like finally saying “yes” to herself.
So far upset as everyone was, she knew she had to choose herself.
She crossed her ocean in September 2012 to start a year abroad. But
thoughts caught up to her on the flight from London to Edinburgh, as
she looked out the window, silently asking if she’d chosen right.
Was she doing the wrong thing?
Would it be worth it?
Would people ever forgive her?
Anxiety worsens while trapped on an airplane, with those fears and
questions eating at one’s mind, but as they swelled and threatened to
burst, the clouds parted, revealing patches of green hills rolling
beneath her, as though a welcoming hand. She smiled as each of those
paranoid thoughts vanished, and she settled into the confidence that,
yes, she had chosen right—because she had chosen herself.
Daily life quickly swept her up into a routine of attending classes,
studying, and writing papers, as well as the regular necessities of
grocery shopping, cooking, and setting up the thermostat. Of course
these are the pieces that made up so much of the time out there—she
wouldn’t have been able to graduate otherwise—but there were many
in-between times as well.
The walks to campus and admiring the Wallace Monument every
morning. Sitting on a stump in Hermitage Woods and writing poetry.
Admiring Airthrey Loch from all her angles. The train rides; the ceilidh
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dancing; the climbing of monument stairs; the nodding-of-her-head
while learning the Scottish accent; the crispness of the air; the ability to
walk wherever she needed to go; getting caught in the rain; the breathtaking scenery; the people and their friendly, welcoming nature.
The hills that were mountains.
The moments of communication gaps.
The castles, palaces, and monuments, older than the place of her
birth.
The gigs in Glasgow.
All was a melody that captured her heart. In those in-between
moments, she’d been falling in love. Without even realizing it, she
knew within a month she wanted to be nowhere else.
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Glasgow Song
Don’t know much about music,
been a words girl all my life,
but a city of rhythm called out
and I can’t get her out of my head.
Her lullabies sate my very soul;
I rest like I’ve rediscovered sleep.
Her drums and pipes spirit-speak,
calling to the ancient within.
But when I feel her with me,
she grabs my hips,
pulls me close,
and moves my feet to dance,
for I fear no judgment
when I’m with my love
What is a city
when it makes me feel
alive
Nowhere has a beat like Glasgow

But it Wasn't To Last
But it wasn’t to last. It was while on the train from Stirling to Glasgow
in August 2013 that she realized. In those solitary moments, with her
headphones in but no music playing, it started to dawn on her that she
would not be allowed to stay. That despite her optimism and efforts
and sheer, utter love for this country, she was going to have to leave.
She wasn’t successful in fighting those tears. She hid behind
sunglasses, storming down Buchanan Street, avoiding everyone she
could. She stopped at Argyle Street, just stopped and waited and
breathed, knowing that she couldn’t enjoy her city, the place that stole
her heart, while feeling so morose. No, she could waste the time she
had left with being distraught.
It may seem dramatic, but at the time it was a searing pain that tore
into her like nothing else. She thought about 2011 and how terrible that
year had felt, how it made her determined to rise up again in 2012,
only to have that dream, her new goal, crumble at her feet. Not for lack
of determination or effort, but because of laws.
Maybe that made it worse. Because there was nothing she could do
to combat it.
It left her feeling like a failure.
She was made to leave that November, unable to stay and build a
life in Scotland, as she had desired. She collapsed under the weight of
her loss. She’d set a determined goal for herself, done everything she
knew she could to work towards that goal, and met roadblocks at
every single turn.
How could she not feel like a failure?
No one else recognized that. They talked only of the
accomplishments. The Master’s Degree earned, the year abroad, the
prospect for new jobs and careers.
But she couldn’t see this.
Depression ate her.
Truth be told, it had been since August, since that train ride into
Glasgow, her home and refuge. She stopped taking care of herself.
Stopped eating. Stopped bathing. Stopped sleeping—and then once
she did succumb, she refused to wake up, not wanting to face her life.
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In those last months in Scotland, she did take solace when she was
around people. In those precious hours around friends, she would take
care of herself again—eat, bathe, sleep better.
But depression makes you do strange things, see the world with
hazy eyes, for in those moments of clarity and realizing that friends
could make her laugh and thus stir her desire to eat, she equally did
not want to be around people. So when she needed to go out, she
nestled into the Necropolis; cemeteries had always been a comfort to
her.
When she returned to the States, comfort could not find her. In fact,
being around people seemed to bring out her worst. She was a hurt
and angry girl, and she wanted the world to know because no one
seemed to be listening. No one seemed to take her seriously. She’d had
her heart torn from her body, and it was not a person that had hurt her.
Her love still lived within her spirit, but she could not be there. She
had no idea how to live with that, and it caused her to take out her
hurt on everyone else.
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Remnants
Mist hangs low, clinging to my face like my own tears, my own moist
breath. It is empty, as far as I can see. A barren place. No hills, no
mountains, no lochs. Rows of soaking grass. Rocks and stones
mounded high in great piles, carved with names lost in time. And one
loan house with a roof still thatched.
It is dark and quiet, but I am not alone. Fires burn and the scents
carry through the air. I make my way through the grass for the
footpath has vanished, and I feel more lost in this quiet place. But I
find the fire, and the fire reveals to me those who tend it. A group of
men all dressed in Highland best. Ancient words cross their lips,
words not entirely unfamiliar, but still unknown. I try with what little I
have.
“Gabh mo leisgeul,” I beg their pardon, “ach càite a bheil mi?”
“Càite a bheil thu?” I hear repeated. Confusion. How could I be here,
but not know where I was? “Tha thusa anns a’ Chùil Lodair.”
Cùil Lodair. I turn and look into the expanse which is harder to see
now. When had night stolen my vision? How could I not realize where
I was? I’d been here before. I knew this land.
What’s more, I know what happens. What befell this moor so many
centuries ago.
Culloden.
Even the tired eyes of men who had been too long away from home,
too long fighting a war for a king they wished to see, speak the story
without words. Was this the night? Was there time to warn of what
would come to pass? Could I convince them to pick up and move
before the attack came? Would it be enough warning for them to act
quickly? I could change something. I could regain what the future had
lost.
But I hadn’t the words. Not in Gaelic anyway. I had some, but not
enough for all they needed.
“A bheil Beurla agaibh?” Of course, they’d prefer their own tongue;
what proud nation wouldn’t?
“Aye,” the answer comes, simple and sweet.
“You wait here tonight, wanting to return home after so long of
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fighting. Fighting for something very dear and true to your hearts. I
know this. But what you may not know is that the cause dies, as do
many of those sitting here on this field now.”
Their eyes narrow, judging my words as I alone present a threat.
“I come from a time beyond today when Scotland is past this battle,
still locked in a union. The future sees Scotland buried. Smothered in a
blanket, trapped and hidden away, while the hand that rocks it insists
it’s been swaddled, cuddled, and loved. The dream dies, but perhaps
you in your actions now can change it.”
“Why should we believe ye?”
There was a point. Why should anyone believe me? Here I stood on
a marker in history, attempting to change the future, and I could not
even speak their tongue to them. I, with a foreign accent, telling brave
warriors to run and hide. What did I truly have to offer?
But a voice chirped in my head. One that would always come when
anyone asked if my love of this nation was true. I had something to
show. I did have proof, and I could clear my name and declare my
saltire blood. I pulled up my sleeve to reveal upon my left wrist, the
hand that led up to my heart, words that held sway in my time and
theirs.
Alba gu bràth.
They knew the words and they knew their meaning, but they looked
at me through questioning eyes. An outsider donning their own words
upon her body? Words that, try as they might, would not be washed
away.
“Your cause is my own, though we do not share the same accent.”
“Speak then. What dae ye need tae say?”
“You’ve done well up until now. You’ve seen many successes and
victories, and I can say even in my own life, my own time, I’m proud
to see that. The fighting spirit of the Scots never ceases to fill me with
pride even though I was born an ocean away.
“But it is here, today, that it all falls. Cùil Lodair. They come early,
and there is no place to hide. They come quick with all their force and
arms. And they’re ready for you now. They know what to expect, and
how to react.”
“If we’ve beaten them time and time again, than we kin dae it
again.”
“Not on this field, not in your condition, and not on this day.” I
should be calm, but I haven’t the time, and though my love for this
country and these people is deep, I know how stubborn they can be
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too, and I do not have the precious minutes to spare. “You’ve fought
valiantly. You’ve had more victories than many would’ve guessed.
Today, that changes. Today, Scotland falls.”
They don’t like the words, and I could not blame them. I did not like
the words. But they must be spoken if I am able to heal some of those
ancient wounds that reside in the soil of that battlefield in my time. If I
find it in me, I can change history.
“How many men fall?”
“One thousand. Two thousand. All.”
The men all look to each other, speaking with eyes rather than
words. They would listen, I tell myself. They would heed, and from
this my beloved nation would see a better life in my time.
But they do not budge.
“As ye’ve said, the victories have been on our side. How could we
stop now?”
“But history says you’re doomed. The lessons teach of lives lost, of
culture destroyed. This great nation falters today and still sees the
effects of that centuries later.” It is quiet. Is it real, those footsteps of
fate approaching, or is it just my own imagination tormenting me in
this dark night? “They come,” I say in a whisper, not necessarily
meaning to, “and they are without mercy.”
“Then we dae what we were born tae dae. We fight.”
“Gods, do I admire that fighting spirit,” I say, falling to the ground.
“There is nothing more fierce, more brave than a Highland warrior, no
story that should be sung more. But I cannot bear a future where this
great nation, this wondrous people, are trampled. Voices unheard.
Mocked and chided and told its place.”
The words shock. They sit back in their places, not able to imagine
the world of which I speak. To them, there is still hope. There is still
time. There is still opportunity for change and revolution in their eyes.
I can still see it there even after all I’ve said.
“The Highland way never returns. Clans are gone. Gaelic still has
not recovered.” I realize the rain is blending with my own tears and I
shiver at both. “Please, go now. Go home and be with your families.
Live to fight another day. Do not let the Gaeltachtd fall.”
The man closest to me takes my hand and grips it tight. There are no
words in this, but I hear them anyway. I feel the comfort, the
assurance, in just the feel of his hand. He leans towards me.
“But, lass,” the whisper in the wind comes, “if we were tae run, we
would no be those warriors of which ye sing.”
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Tears eat my vision and I realize I am alone. Still in that field of grass
and plains, the flatlands rolling out before me. The sun beams down on
me like it does not know what tragedy fell on these lands.

I step over to a stone marked with the words “Mixed Clans”. Bright
flowers have been laid to rest for those who sleep unnamed. A bit of
tartan cloth is tied to a branch next to it. Wallace, I think it is. I smile at
all these little tokens and thoughts. Time may have passed, but there is
still memory, still honor. I touch the stone, feeling its roughness, its age,
worn with lichens. At this stone, I offer all my sorrow of the pain of the
fallen and all my hopes for rest and peace. Other stones have names
dedicated to families, but this one, where I stand alone now, harkens to
all.
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You can feel the energy of this place. Somber and morose, for it is both
a battlefield and a mass grave. A place where men, strong, brave, and
daring, were forced to die alone without the mercy of a swift blade.
Did they know their own families and loved ones would also be
hunted down, branded as traitors against the crown? Did they mourn
the loss of, not just their king and cause, but of their entire way of life?
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Did they know how close they were to victory? Would it have made
a difference?

Their voices cry out, beseeching, hoping someone—anyone—will hear,
but they are only echoes now, so easily carried with the wind and rain
and mist. If I can feel this presence in the air alone, then the earth
herself must be crying out, needing to be heard and healed. I dip down
to the ground, let my fingers drift across the ancient soil, digging my
nails into the hard earth. She resonates with the pain, still carrying it all
these years later, as mothers so often hold the suffering of their own
children, hoping somehow it will alleviate the stress.
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I exhale, holding her myself, giving myself to her and to all those souls
left to die on this field, slowly without mercy. I must bear some of the
pain myself. It is only right. I can feel it pour from this field. Perhaps
not like a waterfall itself, but like the mists that drift across your face as
you stand near. The power is behind it, but we can only feel its
remnants.
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I stand and turn, ready to be on my way again, but a collection has
grown. I had thought myself alone here on this empty field, but now I
see many. Those in clothes of yesteryears, others donning the proud
plaids, and still more carrying that white cross against the blue sky.
And through my tears, I smile at the reminder that sometimes
remnants are all we need.
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To Find Home
The hurt ate her, but what eats her now is how she allowed her own
pain to hurt others.
So perhaps now it’s time to focus on love, and maybe—just maybe—
that love will carry someone else to Scotland, too.
Depression isn’t an easy beast to tame. You may not even realize the
beast walks with you until years later when you can look back on it.
She was lost in a fog of depression, clouds rolling in, casting shadows
on all around her.
Friends who’d always been kind suddenly hated her and were
silently mocking her from their place in Scotland.
Family who’d always loved her and wanted to help suddenly didn’t
care and couldn’t stand her presence.
Despite just earning a new degree abroad, she had no skills or
abilities to offer anyone.
She was lost. The first months were the hardest, when she was
unable to hide anything. No mask could hide her. She took out her
pain on others, saying angry, hateful things because she was so angry
and hurt inside.
It took years to work through that fog. There was therapy, doctor
visits, changes to physical habits, but slowly life became hers again.
But she was still a girl who felt she left her spirit in another country.
Vacations left her in tears, having to return to what was her true reality.
The work didn’t satisfy, despite the fact it was in the field she’d
mastered in. She’d covered her desk in all manner of Scottish-themed
pictures and quotes in order to feel some aspect of home.
Home.
What was home now? Everyone around her kept saying “Welcome
Home”, but that didn’t feel right to her anymore. It felt empty. So what
was home now? Could home be something different? Was home one of
those things that changed as one got older?
In the fog that was her mind, she recalled the flight back to the
United States, when she had started thinking just that: that home
couldn’t just be the place she lived anymore. Home was something
greater than that. It was where everything felt right and connected.
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The body, the mind, the spirit, whole together, all in unity.
Bodies are easy to satisfy. They can adjust to anything if they need to
—any climate, most foods, a myriad of situations. Bodies can adjust to
where they are.
The mind can be more challenging, constantly questioning, even
sabotaging.
“Did we choose right?”
“What if something goes wrong?”
“None of your friends even care about you; why are you still so
hung up about being over there?”
Our minds can be very cruel places to live.
But in the right place, the mind silences, the mind calms, even
without meditation.
The spirit, though, is an even more challenging mistress. For it’s not
everyday that the spirit finds a place that resonates so deeply with it.
There’s nowhere in the United States that called to her spirit in the
same way it called her to Scotland.
So home must be the place where all come together in peace.
The body, soaking in the rain.
The mind, quieting its paranoia.
The spirit, feeling alive.
There isn’t a word to describe such a feeling, when everything
within feels so right, so perfect, so meant-to-be. And the times where
the body, the mind, and the spirit all settled into harmony with one
another is when her feet would touch down into Glasgow.
So in a sense, Scotland has inspired her. She called out so long ago,
waiting patiently for that girl to answer, so that the girl might find the
muse in her, that her own inner light might be awakened.
Scotland accomplished her goal.
And now I accomplish mine, singing out her own song with my
own voice.
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The Climb
I’m traveling in a spiral, feeling the panic rise as the walls seem too
close in around me. I’m calling out with laughter to my companion,
hoping she can see the light at the end. She’s laughing herself as we
both hold the walls as tightly as we can while forcing our feet forwards
and upwards. Finally, like all the other times before, each when we
decide to climb further, the door opens its way to us and we are met
with a view that makes those claustrophobic moments worth it. We
both stop and stare in silence as all of Edinburgh stretches out beyond.

Then we turn into our laughing selves again and take all of the
pictures we can, for though the view is worth it, the climb has often
made me forget it. Those narrow tunnels, small steps, and darkened
paths make for an uncomfortable journey to the top of the Scott
Monument.
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But, no, I remind myself as I stare out at the castle from high above, this
is worth it.
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My friend agrees. This is her first time in this city—in this country—
and judging by the amount of pictures at each height, and the smile on
her face, I can tell she thinks it was worth it, and our silly panics about
the climb will be a funny memory in only an hour’s time.
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The day is beautiful, and there is much for her to see, so we make our
way out of the Scott Monument—noting that leaving is easier than
climbing—and breathe easy once our feet land on solid earth.
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She wants to continue walking. She’s heard the stories about a hill.
There are many stories surrounding it. A king’s hill, one that was
dubbed his throne. It is his own seat to overlook and watch over the
surrounding land. Others claim it is a dragon that resides there, one
that ate its fill of sheep, laid down for a sleep, never to awake again.
Then again other stories once told of young maidens who would bathe
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themselves in the waters of the hill on May Day to keep themselves
looking young.
I’ve even heard that on clear days, you can see all the way across the
land straight through to her sister city in the west.
But I doubt it’s any of these stories that have drawn her interest to
this hill. It’s the mere fact that there is a Scottish hill for walking in the
heart of a busy city, that’s meant to be an easy hill-walking experience,
and we have a beautiful day, so why waste it?

Though I am no stranger to Scotland, I am not as familiar with
Edinburgh as I am Glasgow, and Arthur’s Seat is not a climb I’ve done,
but since we have a May Day so bright and warm, why not greet the
king and tempt the dragon?
There are paths and people all around, no one willing to waste this
sunny day, and yet I can’t seem to decide if I will wear my jacket or
keep it off, for one minute I’m warmed by the exertion of hill-walking,
and the next a breeze comes through that sinks beyond my dress and
leggings. But if this is the only inconvenience, then I am very fortunate.
We stop at each little plateau to take pictures, just as we did for the
Scott Monument, for the journey of life should allow for moments
where we look back to see how far we’ve come. Just like with the Scott
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Monument, we are in awe the higher we climb.

We pause midway, claiming to want more photos of the view, for we
must have a complete set of the entire journey, but we both know it’s
also to catch our breath.

“I read that this was an easy hill,” my friend admits.
“Oh, but you may not have heard,” I reply, “that in Scotland, hills
are what we Americans consider mountains.”
She laughs, and we continue, noting that there may not be another
hill-walking adventure during this trip. Others are passing us, both on
the way up and on the way down. We gawk at the people who are
doing their daily run up the seat and marvel at their dedication. The
Scots do know how to enjoy and celebrate warm days.
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We stop once more because indeed the views are amazing. We take our
shots, both commenting how the view keeps getting better and better
the more we climb, but equally our stomachs grow louder and louder.
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“How much longer to the top?” It’s a question we keep asking, for
though we keep climbing, it does not seem like there is an end. Can we
make it? Should we keep pressing? We’ve not eaten much today, and
need to plan for dinner before the festival tonight. We’re both silently
debating it, knowing that any time we spend climbing higher, must
equally be spent climbing back down and navigating our way through
this city unknown.
But she calls back to me as I stop for another picture.
“I can see the top! We’re almost there!”
I turn and move as fast as I can, excited for the accomplishment of
the day. Not only for doing and seeing something in this country I
never have, even in my years of living so close to Edinburgh, but for
the mere fact that we did not walk away. We pressed forward and
could now see the end, that light of the doorway that would bring us
to the ultimate height. It’s worth pushing dinner off a little while
longer.
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I stop breathing as I look out into this city. Edinburgh is not my love;
we have a rocky relationship. But in this moment, looking out to her
streets and buildings, and beyond to further hills and peaks, I
understand why people equally adore her as well. There is something
breathtaking about a city when you can see her from above.
We are not alone up here. In fact, it is very crowded. We struggle to
take pictures without bumping into others, but they are all taking their
own shots and admiring the view. We are all one atop this hill.
The shiny dragon rocks atop Arthur’s Seat cause us to slip in the
moments we attempt to stand and take pictures, and it makes me smile
to think that the rumors of the dragon aren’t entirely untrue. But as far
as my eye can see, I do not spy any sources for water, thus we cannot
adhere to the May Day tradition.
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I sigh, staring out into the world that stretches as far as my eyes can
see. I feel a smile pull on to my face, one that I cannot help or resist
even if I wanted to. The journey is never easy. It may have its moments
of ease and simplicity, but it’s a mountain that must be climbed.
But at least at the top, there is a view to admire.
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It’s been seven years since I left. In some ways I am the same person,
but in many ways, I’m not that girl anymore. It’s something I’ve had to
come to terms with in summer 2019. I peered into the vision that was
my past, and I realized that though I had thought I’d let all of who I
was in the past go, I was really still clinging tightly. I was trying to
determine how to create a future while still wanting to return to the
past. I don’t think we always realize just how much of the past we’re
hanging onto.
Once upon a time, when that girl left for Scotland, she did so with
just a silent trusting of a voice from within, letting pieces fall into place
and feeling like she’d made magic happen.
When she was made to leave, all those pieces disintegrated, leaving
her an empty shell and not knowing how to make any more magic.
So she survived. Got a job. Went to therapy. Paid off debts. Drank.
Received promotions. Found moments of happiness and celebration.
She was successful according to most of the world, but something was
always missing. Most argued it was a partner, a house, and kids, but
she didn’t feel called to any of that.
The only calling she heard in that time was from a country across an
ocean.
But the calling had to change because she had in seven years time.
So I let go of who I was in once-upon-a-time. I let go of attachments;
let go of lost friendships; let go of the depression, the anxiety, the whatifs. I do not want to go back to Scotland as I was in 2012. I want to go
back as I am today.
Now, I find myself tearing out other pieces of me as I go through all
of my possessions from childhood to today, determining what comes
with me to that future I’m building, and what must stay behind.
Maybe the journey isn’t just going and moving away and
discovering who you are along that path. Perhaps the journey is also
the return and the fight to keep that discovery of yourself alive and
then determining how to be that in a new space. So that when you find
yourself in the midst of accomplishing your dreams, even on the days
where you feel so distant from them, you can say you did so as only
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you.
I see the reason for all the pain and depression and rage I battled
with for many years, and I now feel I have the strength to make use of
all of that. To put it into words and share with anyone who might
listen.
Your passion, your goal, your purpose, will destroy you. It will eat
you alive and spit you out so many times that you will question who
you are every morning.
But if it didn’t do that, how would any of us find strength to
overcome, to look our purpose dead in its eyes and declare, “I still
haven’t lost you; I will not give up on you.”
Seven years. It’s been seven years since I was made to leave
Scotland. Seven years is a long time to hold on. If Scotland had been a
man, I would’ve been told to get over him more times than I can count.
And I’m positive that people have thought it, though they wouldn’t
dare say it to my face.
But in seven years, the one thing I still feel truly in my heart:
Scotland is home. It is one constant goal, passion, and desire that has
not diminished in all these years, so I cannot believe Scotland is not
tied to my purpose.
Here I am today.
Me.
More me than I’ve ever been.
But walking into a future that doesn’t resemble my past because I
cannot hold onto who I was then if I want to create something better.
Amanda Jean.
Lassie Liberty.
The Scottican.
I’m going home.
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I leapt across an ocean,
traded stars for thistle,
rushing towards life unknown;
wandering feet collect new moss,
this nomad of the stone-foot clan
caught what she dared not chase.
Each morn baptizes and cleanses,
banishing fears with every breath.
Rain blankets in a different warmth,
wind calling to me as it runs past,
while hills guard as silent protectors.
Cities embrace without strangling.
An ancient tongue steals my own
while bagpipes sing my name,
and I know no greater pride
than when I spy a kilted man.
Betraying my birth tribe,
tartan becomes my skin.
Flower, my anthem.
Saltire, my blood.
I expect no understanding
but beg acceptance still.
For the heart spoke,
declared its place,
and now cries out in the night
for Scotland, home reborn.
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